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How to Use the Bibliography
Each Bibliography entry contains the information listed below.
After the location of the article has been specified, a summary sentence
has been provided which contains a brief statement of its contents. Search
terms highlight key topics covered by the work, and are cross-referenced
with the search term index in this issue. Entries without an author's name
are listed first in the Bibliography, followed by all other entries, listed
alphabetically by the last name of the author.
Sample Entry
Johnson, Roger L. "A Lawyer's Introduction to Effective Arbitration"
(book review) The Columbus Lawyer June, 1989 V.17 N.6 p.
5/c. 1 The author reviews the latest publication in a series of handbooks
on dispute resolution techniques, and while he finds it to be a useful guide
for the novice attorney, he questions its usefulness for dispute resolution
professionals. ARB: BINDING ARB- GENERAL/ ARB: SERVING
AS ARBITRATOR/ INST NATURE: JUSTICE SYSTEM-GENERAL/
TYPE OF SOURCE: BOOK REVIEW/ ROLE OF LAWYERS
Key
Author's name (if given) ................................... Johnson, Roger L.
Title of article .................... "An Introduction to Effective Mediation"
Additional information ........................................... (book review)
Name of journal ........................................ The Columbus Lawyer
Date of publication ................................................... June, 1989
Volume number ........................................................... V. 17
Issue num ber ................................................................... N.6
Page number ................................................................ p. 5
Page numbers may also be designated as p. 45(3), indicating that
the article begins on page 45 and covers 3 pages.
Colum n number ................................... . . ................... c. 1
Summary sentence ............ The author reviews the latest publication...
Search terms ................................................... ARB: BINDING
ARB- GENERAL, ARB: SERVING AS ARBITRATOR, INST
NATURE: JUSTICE SYSTEM-GENERAL, TYPE OF SOURCE:
BOOK REVIEW, ROLE OF LAWYERS

